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I will start by offering an apology for the delay in getting a newsletter out. But with no content it is difficult. I am
sure you must have some wonderful tales to tell. We would love to hear them.
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A timely reminder that “ALL” subscription are due on the 1st January every year. If you are unsure of where you
are at with your membership please contact me. I am really tired of hearing ‘when are the subscriptions due’.

Thank you to Graeme McIntyre and his trusty team for an amazing job restoring the cottage to her former glory.
The club appreciate every task that is carried out by members who support and improve our club, and those of
you who do this on a regular basis are absolutely wonderful. Pat yourself on the back.

We have a new method of disposal of fish waste. After cleaning your fish please place the wrapped gut, (in
newspaper then a plastic bag, all provided) and then place in the plastic bins in the brown deep freeze in the
cleaning shed. Then on Monday and Thursday nights ‘please’ place the contents of the plastic bin into the
large black bin adjacent to cabin 1 for collection by our garboligist.
Another reminder that animals are not permitted in any of the club facilities, bedrooms, kitchen, lounge or
cottage. You do risk your membership.
If you have a problem please feel free to contact me. Problems are not solved with idle chatter over the kitchen
table, speak to the right people. We are a team, come on this is our club, and respect is the best policy.
We are very fortunate to have the support of Sporting Life who most generously offer our members a 10%
discount. We must insist on you informing the staff at Sporting Life before you make a purchase that you are a
member of TALTAC. Failing to do this may result in you losing your discount but it also makes life easier for the
staff. Thank you.
Nominating people to the club has a process that some are not adhering to. I must insist that if you are going
to introduce someone they are completely your responsibility. Do not tell them to ring me for information. You
need to remember to bring them to stay at the club as ‘your’ guest prior to nomination. Please show them how
the club operates, this includes everything from cleaning their rooms, clean up after themselves, putting keys
back in the safe, right down to the removal of rubbish. This is your club and we need to work together.
Thank you.
On a final note. You just have to love Paddy
Murphy says to Paddy, “What ya talkin into an envelope for?”
“I’m sending a voicemail.”
Paddy says, “Mick, I’m thinking of buying a Labrador.
“Blow that,” says Mick, “have you seen how many of their owners go blind?”
19 Paddies go to the cinema, the ticket lady asks “Why so many of you?” Mick replies, “The film said 18
or over.”

Neil Cameron Photo Competition
1. The subject of this competition will be “The Spirit of Trout Fishing in the
Taupo Fishery”.
2. This competition is restricted to the Taupo Fishery.
3. A limit of 3 pictures per photographer per year and will have a minimum
of 3 megabyte jpeg file.
4. TALTAC have the right to publish in the club newsletter, all photos
submitted.
5. Attach a short description of each photo ie. location etc.
6. Photographs will only be accepted by financial members.
7. The judging will be carried out by an independent person.
8. The competition will run from 1st January to 31st December each year.
9. Email all entries to big.m@xtra.co.nz
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ARE THE DAYS OF DIDYMO NUMBERED?
Unbeknown to most anglers, some research by a Kiwi and two Canadian scientists has the potential to be
the silver bullet we have been looking for to control and possibly remove didymo from our waters.
Didymo as we know became the scourge of many waterways in New Zealand over a decade ago. While
it is not known where it originated from, it suddenly bloomed in many rivers (and now lakes) making the
angling experience less than optimal to say the least. In a very short space of time this invasive alga
spread across and smothered the beds of many waterways. Not only was it unsightly and unpleasant but
it also altered the rivers eco-system in ways we are still coming to terms with.
No other organism has been such a disaster to our fishing as the appearance and rapid spread of didymo.
What we know about didymo makes it highly unusual. Didymo is an algae that prefers clean water with
low nutrient levels – often the most pristine rivers and lakes we like to fish. It multiplies rapidly yet is a
fragile organism easily killed by dilute concentrations of such things as bleach or even dishwashing liquid.
And it can be spread by a single drop of infected water.
Yet there are some strange aspects to didymo. It cannot survive in spring creeks and has never been
found in any North Island river.
Itinerant anglers have long been blamed as the main agents of its spread. A large scale bio-security
“Check, Clean, Dry” campaign was launched in 2004 and then abandoned in 2008 when it became
apparent that stopping the spread was not feasible. Felt soled boots were found to be able to harbour
didymo for weeks and so were banned. And wardens were stationed at the interislander ferry terminals
(but not airports) to ensure no infected gear crossed Cook Strait.
It is doubtful to say the least that these haphazard responses were effective and no angler (or kayaker,
4-wheel drive enthusiast or hiker) did not bring some infected gear to the North Island.
So why is didymo not in the North Island?
The short answer is the presence of phosphorus in the water.
If a river has more than 2 parts per billion (and yes that is billion not million) of phosphorus present,
didymo will not bloom. The North Island which has a large percentage of volcanic soil has a high level of
natural phosphorus present. The South Island which has limited volcanic soils and low natural phosphorus
levels so can sustain didymo. (Banks Peninsula is an exception being of volcanic origin and the rivers and
streams there are didymo free).
Ah, I hear some of you exclaim – but what about the super-phosphate the farmers put on their soil? Surely
that contains phosphorus that will leach into the waterways and so inhibit didymo.
The answer is that this is true – where super phosphate does leach into the waterways didymo is inhibited.
But where rivers and streams exit a clean lake (think the Buller, Clutha, Gowan and Waitaki as examples)
didymo flourishes. Lakes allow phosphorus to settle out so when they flow into the headwaters of a river
there is usually very little phosphorus present.
Cathy Kilroy from NIWA, one of the foremost researchers into didymo, states that didymo cannot become
established in the North Island. The naturally occurring phosphorus present in the water in the North Island
stops it. The Tongariro and other such waters are safe. And if a way could be found to allow the diffusion
of phosphorus into infected waters in the South Island, then there is a good chance that waters in the
South Island could at the very least, have didymo controlled to a manageable level. Cathy does sound
some warnings however and for further information we suggest you read the summary of her findings on
www.nzfishing.com.
But I am sure all anglers will agree that this is great news and worth celebrating. We need to support the
scientists such as Cathy Kilroy at NIWA and encourage them to continue this valuable research which will
benefit all water users, not just anglers. We at www.nzfishing.com are putting forward a petition to have
Fish & Game’s Council consider revoking the felt sole ban for the North Island in the first instance.
And if it is found that didymo can be controlled, we will also be pushing for this ban to be extended across
the country. If you wish to read more about this research and to keep abreast of developments, please
visit nzfishing.com and sign up for the newsletters. This is possibly one of the most positive developments
in our fishing history since those first trout were released.
Doug Stevens
www.nzfishing.com
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TALTAC REPORT 2016
What a different season it has been this year. The forecast dry Summer turned out to be quite hot and
humid and a little wetter than the last three summers. This is the first year I can remember that the grass
on my lawn stayed green for the whole summer. The humidity at times made it feel like Singapore !
Some rain over night was good but the sun during the day caused the humidity.
General reports from boaties over the Christmas / New Year period seemed to indicate plenty of fish
caught but the quality was not there on previous years. Some anglers saying a couple of keepers in
15 odd fish caught. Things almost seemed delayed by about a month or so due to possibly a windier,
cooler Spring.
The cicadas came on in February but this was a short lived experience. A massive hatch that really
lasted only a few weeks. The massive hatch was deafening. If you were here and caught it then it was
a bonus but if you missed it too bad. It seems that the lower backcountry areas went a bit longer but
possibly a cool snap can occur here to shut things down quickly.
The Passion Vine Hoppers were out in force this season and the fish went mad on these but once again
having a close match to the pattern and correct drift will assist you. If not then it will be a “fish of a
thousand casts”!!!
The browns seemed to be a little different this season. Anglers reported they weren’t where they have
been in previous years with some of the better browns turning up well into March which was almost a
month late almost in line with the Lake. Also just recently not many reports of many being caught.
Good river mouth fishing for browns at times. Anglers were calling into the store reporting good catches
of brown trout at the mouths with some reporting high numbers caught. Others reported lots of spent
fish hanging just around the mouths in the shallower water over March and into April. Also it appears
smelt were around the mouths quite late as well.
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The Autumn has been very warm and mild and Mayflies were still seen hatching on the Tongariro right into
the end of April. Also over this time things were getting quite dry with most anglers waiting for some rain
which has eventually come towards the end of May.
At the time of writing there have been reports of plenty of caddis inside fish caught in the Tongariro. Glo
bugs have also worked quite well recently. A few weeks ago the wetliners were doing quite well on darker
Olive Woolly buggers ( I wonder if this had something to do with the amount of slime the river has been
holding?)
The last week of May has had the odd report of some nice conditioned fish turning up at the Delta, most
likely coinciding with the rain, snow, overcast conditions and low barometer that we have been having.
There have been reports of machinery working in the lower river around the Delatours and Bain pool
area, Waikato Regional council state this is within the permitted activity so expect a few slight variations
on what you previously have seen. TFAC is questioning the legality of the permitted activity ruling in this
case.
Lake Otamangakau closes at the end of May. A few weeks ago there was some good reports from the
spin fishermen up there using Rapala type lures (they almost got too bored catching too many fish). I
spoke to one angler last week who reported catching an 11lb rainbow on a toby with the fish putting up a
great fight and almost straightening the split ring that held the hook !
The expectation for this Winter in the rivers (based on general boaties reports over the summer) should
see lots of larger rainbows possibly on the lean side with others in amongst them being nice conditioned
and fat.
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OBITUARY- Ginger Girven 1923-2016

THE TONGARIRO RIVER WORKS

As we pull up at TALTAC and look at the room board and find that Gingers name is on it we know that
we are going to have a good week.
He always had some good stories to tell of his younger days.Gingers favourite fishing pool was the
Waddells Pool. I went with him early one dark morning
to this pool and it was very difficult to get down the bank to the water but Ginger was down in a flash
as he knew every rock and root on the track.It is a very rocky long
running pool and he knew every snag there was and where the trout would lie.
We had some great nights at the the clubhouse but Ginger would only have 1 or 2 beers, we tried to
talk him into having a whiskey but he said if I have one I will
only want more and then I wont be able to get up next morning to go fishing.
One night I was cooking a roast dinner and asked him if he would like to join us, he replied saying that
he had taken a frozen meal out of the freezer and he was looking
forward to steak and onions that Mummy (Enid) had made for him, but unfortunately Mummy had
incorrectly labelled it and it was sausages and vegtables and he was
disappointed and he would have to have a word with Mummy when he got home.
On a visit to his home with my wife Christine some years ago he surprised us with his love of china
teasets and other beautiful ornaments that they had collected over
the years and he also had a very productive garden.
Ginger was a great club member, always willing to help with any jobs around the clubhouse and was
one of the finest gentleman I have known.

The Tongariro River works plan consultation meeting will be held at 10.30am, Tuesday 9th August 2016
at the Bridge Lodge conference room in Turangi.
This will be a chance to discuss the Waikato Regional Council annual work programme for the Tongariro
River, along with any other river related issues.
Please pass this on to anyone who may be interested in attending.
I would appreciate a return email if you plan on attending to ensure we have arranged enough seating
etc.
If you wish to discuss the work programme or any other issues prior to the meeting please drop me a
line.
Kind Regards,
Todd Baldwin

Peter Bingham.
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OUT AND ABOUT
We arrived at Twizel on the 10th April at 3.00 pm to find that my fishing mate Bill from the beach was
already there and rearing to go. After unpacking Bill and I went for a drive around the canals to see
what was needed for fishing in this area for the next few days. We spoke to a fisherman who was
packing up to go home, he told us that he had caught a 31 lb Rainbow Hen that morning. He showed
us photos of 41 trophy fish he had caught this season. He comes over from Omarua 2 – 3 times a week
to fish so he was a good source of information.
Up bright and early the next morning we left the motel in anticipation of a good days fishing but this
was not to be, to start with it was only 2 degrees and the three places we tried for a fish only a small
fish was caught so had to be put back for another year or so.
I have never seen trout as large as the ones that were jumping out of the water, one Swiss tourist
hooked a brown trout where the Ohau Lake runs out into the canals, it would have been 15 –20 lbs, but
he lost it. Another day the guy fishing next to me landed a 17 lb rainbow trout and another about 6
lb caught with hu hu grubs. I hooked a good solid fish on a soft bait that broke me off after 5 minutes,
bugger.
Late May they tell me is one of the best times to fish as there is snow on all the hills around Twizel and
the fish are in spawning mode.
On my last day I was fishing
alongside a local and he was
showing me his gear that he
fished with, 30 lb nylon, a trace
about 1 metre, 3 ounce flat sinker
so that its sits on the bottom and
does not run along in the current.
On the trace there was a cork
with the line running through it
to lift the bait of the bottom. I
tied up a trace about the same
with 15 lb nylon attached to 17
lb braid, used a large glowbug
with big floating eyes and a hook
tied about 18 inches below with
scrimp on for bait. The canals
were running very fast so the fly
rod was not much good as the
line was around to the side and
the didimo was around the fly
in no time. I landed three trout,
released one and broke off three
times so was a good afternoons
fishing. The fish are the colour of
salmon are are extremely good to
eat smoked or fresh.
It was a great few days and I
hope to go again as I still have
not caught that big fish that I
saw so many of. I also fished for
salmon up in Nelson and landed
2 small ones about 5 – 6 lbs
My wife says this is a lazy mans
way of fishing.
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A few NOTES
1. Thank you to Rick Bradley for your
support in collating the annual catch
cards for us. The time and effort you
put in was appreciated by us all.
2. Reminder that if you are bringing
a guest to the club they “are” only
entitled to stay for three visits- then
they “are” expected to join. This 		
club belongs to its our members. No
exceptions.
3. Don’t forget our competitions Neil
Cameron Photo Competition and Kit
Secker Gold Card Holder Competition.
4. Do you have a story you would like
to share with us all. We would love to
receive articles that can be published in
the newsletter. This is your newsletter,
we need your contributions.
5. We need to be more vigilante with our
recycling. Our refuse collector is not
happy with us. They bins are labelled
please think before you bin.
Many Anglers lament the demise of the
hard copy of Target Taupo.
Well, Here’s a link to the electronic version!
http://www.doc.govt.nz/target-taupo

DO WE HAVE YOUR
EMAIL ADDRESS?

TALTAC’s preferred method of
communicating with the members is by
email.
1. It saves the club money on newsletters
and notices
2. It’s quick and saves a lot of time for our
hard working club manager
3. It’s easy to communicate your ideas 		
and comments on to the committee
4. We can send ‘Short Cast’ newsletters
to keep you informed
Please help us by emailing your contact
details to taltac@xtra.co.nz and don’t
forget to send us an update if you are
changing email addresses.
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